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All our thematic indices have outperformed the MSCI World

Index in 2020. In particular, investment strategies focusing

on renewable energy and battery technology showed a

strong performance. On average, the thematic indices have

outperformed the MSCI World Index by more than 35% in

2020.

In November 2020, we have launched our L&G Clean

Energy UCITS ETF which tracks the Solactive Clean Energy

Index NTR. The fund seeks to provide exposure to the entire

value-chain of the clean energy ecosystem. The ETF is a

new addition to our Energy & Resources range of thematic

ETFs.

Visit www.lgimetf.com

for further information and latest updates.

Performance commentary Historical simulated index performance*

L&G Thematic ETFs

*The back-tested index data have been sourced from the index providers; they are 

based on what they perceive to be reasonable assumptions and objective data. 

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; you 

may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.

Source: Bloomberg, LGIM, all values are based in USD; as of close 31-Dec-20.
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Index Performance* 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

THNQTR Index 13.0% 16.5% 56.0% 13.5% 37.6% 68.2%

SOLBATT Index 5.1% 16.7% 35.8% - 20.4% 17.9% 80.7%

SOLCLNEN Index 2.1% 8.0% 25.7% - 14.9% 40.3% 74.0%

SOLWATR Index - 3.2% 22.4% 28.9% - 9.1% 36.3% 19.7%

HURNTR Index 3.6% - 0.7% 24.2% 10.1% 31.2% 42.5%

SOLECOM Index 2.2% 7.4% 30.8% - 18.0% 32.0% 43.6%

HTECTR Index 12.3% 11.6% 39.3% 25.2% 34.9% 66.5%

SOLBIOT Index 22.2% - 8.9% 22.2% - 4.3% 13.5% 27.7%

ROBOT Index - 5.9% 17.6% 46.7% - 20.3% 30.3% 45.3%

MSCI World Index - 0.9% 7.5% 22.4% - 8.7% 27.7% 15.9%

http://www.lgimetf.com/


ECONOMY AND POLICY

Markets were buoyed by the fourth quarter’s series of events: a

Brexit trade agreement which guarantees tariff- and quota-free trade

in goods, the victory in the US election of president-elect Joe Biden,

the passage into law of a US fiscal package worth $900 billion, and

progress on developing safe and effective COVID-19 vaccines.

Investors have been focusing in particular on the positive vaccine

news and roll-outs. LGIM’s optimistic estimates suggest possible

herd immunity in the US and Europe by late summer. Though, more

virulent strains would require higher vaccination levels.

Herd immunity timelines for major economies

*Herd immunity estimate, based on current supply deals, with domestic production supplied

first. Estimates by Airfinity.

Source: LGIMAirfinity, as at 8 December 2020

Fiscal and monetary stimulus: In the UK, the furlough scheme was

extended until the end of April 2021. The EU agreed on a €750

billion pandemic relief package that will be financed by joint debt.

Central banks have continued to extend support and retain easy

funding conditions.

According to BAML, the ‘blue wave’ in the US elections increases

the likelihood of an impending $1 trillion COVID-19 stimulus plan and

a $2-$4 trillion infrastructure spending package later in 2021.
Source: BAML, LGIM

Commitments towards Climate: Goldman Sachs expects the climate

to remain a focus in 2021, with particular attention on biodiversity

driven by the upcoming Convention on Biological Diversity and more

details on the EU Taxonomy objective to protect ecosystems.

New policies are also expected to be implemented in the coming

year; US president-elect's plan to promote EV penetration and the

US$2tn environmental measures spend, China's Emissions Trading

scheme.
Source: Goldman Sachs

INVESTMENT THEMES

According to BloombergNEF, worldwide power capacity is expected

to triple by 2050. Renewables could surge from 35% of global

capacity in 2019 to 68% in 2050, as wind and PV expand rapidly.

Furthermore, capacity should also become much more distributed,

with behind-the-meter consumer PV and batteries accounting for

13% of installed capacity.

Global installed capacity mix, 2019 and 2050

Europe’s first dedicated water cybersecurity project nears

completion. The ‘STOP-IT’ project focuses on the strategic, tactical

and operational protection of critical water infrastructures, against

physical and cyber threats. In the USA, according to the Department

of Homeland Security, the water sector is the third most targeted

area of infrastructure.
Source: Global Water Intelligence

In 2020, 7 portfolio companies in our L&G ROBO Global Robotics

and Automation UCITS ETF received acquisition offers reflecting the

increasingly high value given to robotics, automation and AI

technologies by large companies.
Source: ROBO Global

Did you know?

Solar and wind installations need to increase by 3-4x in order to

meet the Paris Agreement targets.
Source: BAML

VIRUS DEVELOPMENTS

Global coronavirus cases and fatalities are setting new records. In a

few countries - the UK, Ireland, and South Africa - one factor is new

variants that are more transmissible than the original virus.

Elsewhere, the significance of the new variants is less clear so far
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For illustrative purposes only. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell any security.

Source: LGIM, BAML, Goldman Sachs

Q4 Macro Update
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Artificial Intelligence

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Arista Networks pioneered software-driven, cognitive cloud

networking solutions for the next generation of data-centre

environments. Arista has built a business in providing data

switches powered by AI that facilitate the movement and direction

of traffic in large networking environments.

As a networking supplier for the cloud environment, Arista is

strongly positioned to benefit from the continued buildout of large

data-centre environments as the acceleration of cloud adoption is

poised to triple over the coming years. Rapid adoption and rising

demand for AI capabilities, mobile app downloads, ecommerce and

video streaming are forcing cloud providers to upgrade from the

current networking architecture.

Most recently, Arista has announced its intent to acquire an AI

cybersecurity company called Awake Security. Awake uses an AI

engine to secure digital assets using network detection and

response to autonomously hunt and respond to cyber threats.

Arista has also released a cloud managed WiFi solution, applying

AI to the wireless network fuelled by high performance computing

processing power. Its self-driving network with strong data

protection will help reduce IT costs and limit the network

troubleshooting time.

With the launch of its 750 Series modular chassis with 400 gigabits

per second uplink throughput, the company has introduced a next-

generation platform that delivers more security and 5x the

performance of their nearest competitor.

Arista is in a very strong financial position with net cash over $3

billion and possesses industry leading gross margins in the mid-

60s. Arista should grow revenues by double digits over the coming

years fuelled by a new product cycle as well as long term secular

growth drivers.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The ROBO Global® Artificial Intelligence Index TR returned

+22.2% in Q4 2020. The index returned +68.2% in 2020,

outperforming the MSCI World NTR Index by +52.3% for the same

period.

The global artificial intelligence market is expected to soar to $89

billion per year by 2025. Most of the growth is forecasted to derive

from the integration of artificial intelligence technology into the

cloud computing environment. Artificial intelligence, together with

genomics, also plays a great role in building platforms for the

development of next-generation cancer therapies and diagnostic

tools.

The best performing subsectors this quarter were Healthcare,

Cloud and Network & Security. Healthcare’s performance was

driven by gene editing companies like Intellia, which returned

+179%, and genomics diagnostics players such as Veracyte which

returned +51%.

Cloud Providers gained +31% in Q4, mostly driven by companies

such as Cloudflare (+85%) and Baidu (+71%), which generated

strong earnings resulting from the surge in data-centre growth.

Cloudflare posted a 54% revenue growth and a 78% spike in gross

margins. The company is benefiting from the massive technology

shifts in serverless, IoT, 5G and remote work with operations in

more than 90 countries.

Rapid 7 (+47%), Palo Alto Networks (+45%) and Varonis Systems

(+42%) contributed to the performance from Network & Security as

they play a key role in the Zero Trust architecture network

implementation powered by artificial intelligence.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.



Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Artificial Intelligence

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 22.2% 68.2% 162.7% 377.3%
By Domicile Annualized Return 37.9% 36.7%

Volatility 22.3% 35.8% 27.5% 23.8%

Information Ratio 555.08% 189.68% 137.93% 154.06%

M ax Drawdown -8.8% -34.7% -34.7% -34.7%

Cloudflare Inc-A 1.71% Alibaba Grp-Adr -0.4%
By Revenue Source Intellia Therape 1.61% Appen Ltd -0.3%

Baidu Inc-Sp Adr 1.16% Cd Pro jekt Sa -0.3%

M ongodb Inc 0.85% Salesforce.Com -0.2%

Veracyte Inc 0.82% Splunk Inc -0.1%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 0.63 0.47 CoStar Group Inc. Xilinx Inc.

Price/Sales 10.99 7.67 Grubhub Inc.

BPS 11.38 8.15 Capgemini SE

P/E Positive 67.69 55.66

ROE 9.67 11.62

Price/Book 13.17 10.44

Ticker AIAI LN ISIN IE00BK5BCD43

P/E (1y fwd) 65.16 43.59 S&P  500 13.0% TER 0.49% Inception date 02/07/2019

P/E (3y fwd) 39.29 32.83 M SC I Wo rld 10.6% Currency USD Index inception date 14-Dec-18

Sales (1y fwd) 19,708 16,106 N asdaq 100 18.7% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 27,765 21,664

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Battery Value-Chain

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Renault is a French car manufacturer and leader in the European

electric vehicle (EV) market. The firm currently has one of the

largest EV line-ups in the world – including the Renault ZOE, the

RSM SM3 Z.E., Renault City K-ZE and Twizy, Kangoo Z.E. and

Master Z.E. Almost one in five EVs in Europe is produced by

Renault.

The company is investing in new battery technology for its EV

range, and recently partnered with LG Chem to jointly develop the

batteries used in its new ZOE model. Lithium-ion cells for the car

are manufactured by LG Chem in Poland, and Renault handles the

further assembly of the battery’s different components. Combined

with LG Chem’s improvements in lithium-ion chemical technology,

Renault’s optimisation has helped the Z.E. 50 battery to reach a

total capacity of 52 kWh and a range of up to 395 kilometres. That

is a 25% increase compared with the previous generation.

In addition, Renault also launched a couple of advanced large-

scale battery storage projects (e.g. the Argonaut Power Dealand

60MWh storage system) giving their EV batteries a so called

‘second life’.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Solactive Battery Value-Chain Index soared by +46.6% in Q4

2020. The index gained +80.7% in 2020, outperforming the MSCI

World Net Total Return Index by almost +65% for the same period.

The strong performance reflects underlying long-term

developments. Improvements in battery technology are the main

drivers behind a wider adoption of electric vehicles (EV) and grid

storage. These two segments are also expected to contribute the

most to the growth of battery technology. In particular, battery-

grade lithium mining companies were amongst the biggest index

performance contributors in Q4 2020. As adoption of electrified

transport, storage and other clean energy technologies

accelerates, expectations for the corresponding growth in demand

for critical metals have driven a rapid investment in new supply of

lithium.

Battery-grade lithium miner Pilbara Minerals went up by more than

+200% in the fourth quarter, followed by its peers Galaxy

Resources (+113.66%) and Livent Corp (+110.03%). Furthermore,

battery technology providers and EV manufacturers like Renault

(+68.08%), BYD Co (+67.30%), and Tesla (+64.49%) also strongly

contributed to the overall performance. Industrials showed mixed

results with Aggreko Plc, which acquired battery storage provider

Younicos in 2017, advancing by almost +80% while Lockheed

Martin Corp retreated by -6.72%. The Solactive Battery Value-

Chain Index was also the best performing index across our

thematic range in 2020.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Battery Value-Chain

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 46.6% 80.7% 69.6% 168.6%
By Domicile Annualized Return 19.2% 21.8%

Volatility 19.1% 29.8% 20.5% 18.2%

Information Ratio 1905.34% 269.80% 93.71% 120.03%

M ax Drawdown -3.8% -37.3% -39.5% -39.5%

Pilbara M inerals 6.58% Nec Corp -0.3%
By Revenue Source Galaxy Resources 3.95% Lockheed M artin -0.2%

Byd Co Ltd-H 3.95% Hyundai Electric -0.1%

Livent Corp 3.35% Toshiba Corp 0.3%

Tesla Inc 2.50% Ngk Insulators 0.3%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 0.25 0.77 Hyundai Electric & Energy System Co Ltd

Price/Sales 1.18 1.46

BPS 17.74 15.31

P/E Positive 38.88 18.57

ROE 3.41 6.17

Price/Book 2.60 2.05

Ticker BATT LN ISIN IE00BF0M 2Z96

P/E (1y fwd) 29.24 18.02 S&P  500 2.7% TER 0.49% Inception date 23/01/2018

P/E (3y fwd) 16.00 13.05 M SC I Wo rld 2.2% Currency USD Index inception date 03-Jan-18

Sales (1y fwd) 32,008 32,410 N asdaq 100 4.2% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 36,724 34,647

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Clean Energy

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

SMA Solar Technology is a German-based global specialist in

photovoltaic system technology, manufacturing solar inverters and

alternating current converters for solar generated electricity.

Thanks to its broad inverter portfolio and geographic reach, SMA is

well positioned to capture growth in the Solar PV space. Indeed,

inverters play an essential role in every solar power project. Solar

PV modules produce direct current (DC) that needs to be

converted into alternating current (AC) for grid supply. By

converting direct to alternating current, inverters are therefore a

key component in a solar PV.

SMA also offers complementary energy management services

through its IoT (Internet of Things) platform EnnexOS, and digital

energy services through its subsidiary Coneva. Coneva connects

private and commercial energy consumers and producers to

optimise local energy markets. SMA’s global revenues increased

by 23% in the first nine months of 2020, compared to the same

period of the previous year, mainly driven by growth in the US.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Solactive Clean Energy Index advanced by +41.7% in the last

quarter of 2020. The performance was driven by the global

awareness of climate change and the ambitious targets for net

carbon neutrality globally.

For example, the European Commission’s Green Deal aims to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030 and

reach no net emissions by 2050.

The Solactive Clean Energy Index captures the three key pillars of

the global clean energy value chain, i.e., i) component suppliers

and solution providers, ii) original equipment manufacturers (OEM)

and iii) utilities and independent power producers. The biggest

contributors to the index performance in Q4 2020 came from all

three key pillars.

Enphase Energy Inc (+112.46%), which offers solutions to increase

the productivity and reliability of solar modules, and TPI

Composites (+82.25%), which designs and manufactures

composite wind blades, were the biggest performance contributors

in the component suppliers segment. Amongst solar and wind

OEMs Sunpower Corp (+104.96%), Nordex (+109.02%), and CS

Wind (+104.01%) contributed the most to the index performance.

Scatec ASA (+72.80%) develops, owns, operates, and maintains

power plants. The independent power producer is active in different

emerging markets and currently has 1,552 MW capacity in

operation, 352 MW capacity under construction, and more than

6,500 MW capacity in project pipeline.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.



Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 41.7% 74.0% 107.8% 182.1%
By Domicile Annualized Return 27.5% 23.0%

Volatility 19.5% 31.4% 20.9% 18.4%

Information Ratio 1566.75% 234.87% 131.71% 125.41%

M ax Drawdown -7.1% -40.7% -40.7% -40.7%

Enphase Energy 3.20% Teco Elec & M ach -0.1%
By Revenue Source Sunpower Corp 2.82% Taisei Corp 0.1%

Nordex Se 2.47% Sumitomo Heavy 0.1%

Cs Wind 1.99% Atlas Copco-A 0.2%

Tpi Composites I 1.90% Capital Power Co 0.3%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 0.90 1.23 no rebalancing in Q4 no rebalancing in Q4

Price/Sales 1.42 1.07

BPS 10.38 11.47

P/E Positive 36.33 28.04

ROE 5.69 7.67

Price/Book 3.46 2.73

Ticker RENW LN ISIN IE00BK5BCH80

P/E (1y fwd) 28.69 17.38 S&P  500 2.2% TER 0.49% Inception date 11/11/2020

P/E (3y fwd) 26.70 14.05 M SC I Wo rld 1.9% Currency USD Index inception date 26-Jun-20

Sales (1y fwd) 8,431 7,907 N asdaq 100 2.6% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 9,645 8,865

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Clean Energy

Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Clean Water

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Badger Meter is a US company specialised in metering technology.

The company offers innovative flow metering and control solutions

for smart water management, smart buildings and smart industrial

processes, to help measure and protect resources for a smarter

world. Furthermore, it provides residential and commercial flow

meters, as well as advanced data analytics technology.

Badger Meter offers its services mainly to the utility sector,

generating around 80% of its revenues, as well as a range of

industries such as oil & gas and refining sectors. According to

GWI’s WaterData database, the company derives almost 90% of

its revenues from water-related activities.

In November, Badger Meter diversified away from its traditional

water and wastewater flow measurement business, and acquired

‘S::can GmbH’, an Austrian company leader in water quality

sensing for $31.4 million. S::can develops remote optical water

quality sensing solutions able to measure up to 30 different water

and wastewater quality parameters in real time.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Solactive Clean Water Index gained +21.6% in Q4 2020.

Clean water remains a topical theme as the current pandemic

highlights the importance of fitting water infrastructure. Providing

water to over 3 billion people worldwide lacking access to basic

sanitation facilities is a key challenge that could increase the

urgency for investment in new water infrastructures and

technologies.

Water technology and digital solution providers drove the index’s

performance in Q4 2020, underscoring the important role such

players have in the global clean water business and in the

underlying investment strategy.

Atkore International increased by more than +80% and contributed

the most to the index performance in Q4 2020. The firm provides

fluid handling technologies. Energy Recovery (+66.34%) supplies

energy recovery devices that help recovering otherwise wasted

energy in the seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination

process. Digital water technology provider Itron Inc gained

+57.89% during the last quarter; the company offers leak detection

and pressure management solutions combined with a cloud-based

data management and analytical platform. In addition to the above

companies, water technology and digital solution providers Crane

Co (+55.86%), Forterra Inc (+45.47%) and Badger Meter

(+44.21%) were among the biggest performance contributors to the

index.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Clean Water

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 21.6% 19.7% 48.3% 133.9%
By Domicile Annualized Return 14.0% 18.5%

Volatility 17.2% 32.2% 21.4% 18.2%

Information Ratio 693.21% 61.05% 65.50% 101.66%

M ax Drawdown -6.1% -36.0% -36.0% -36.0%

Atkore Internati 1.09% China Lesso -0.2%
By Revenue Source Energy Recovery 1.01% China Water Affa 0.0%

Itron Inc 0.94% Severn Trent 0.0%

Crane Co 0.78% Sabesp-Adr 0.0%

Badger M eter Inc 0.74% Bj Ent Water 0.1%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 1.70 1.62 no rebalancing in Q4 no rebalancing in Q4

Price/Sales 2.78 2.70

BPS 12.99 12.69

P/E Positive 32.27 27.02

ROE 11.57 11.96

Price/Book 3.71 3.46

Ticker GLUG LN ISIN IE00BK5BC891

P/E (1y fwd) 29.53 25.20 S&P  500 1.4% TER 0.49% Inception date 02/07/2019

P/E (3y fwd) 23.77 20.75 M SC I Wo rld 1.1% Currency USD Index inception date 07-Jun-19

Sales (1y fwd) 3,021 3,034 N asdaq 100 0.4% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 3,405 3,346

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Cyber Security

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

SailPoint is a leading provider of enterprise identity governance

software services around the world. Founded in 2005, this US-

based company offers both cloud based or on-premises software

as a service solutions, helping its customers to efficiently and

securely govern the digital identities of employees, contractors, and

other users, as well as managing access rights to applications and

data.

SailPoint’s solutions range from cloud governance to password

management, and from file access management to handling

access requests and certifications, to name just a few. Its offerings

are primarily available through an identity-as-a-service (IDaaS)

model, i.e. identify access management and governance solutions

delivered via a software-as-a-service (SaaS) framework. Through

this delivery model, SailPoint “allows users to connect to and use

identity management services from the cloud”.

The latest innovation from SailPoint is the use of AI and machine

learning to enhance the management of identity through its

Predictive Identity service. “Identity” is becoming a key aspect of

the current and future state of cyber security. Simply put, identity is

vital to a secure network and more importantly, a secure

enterprise, especially as businesses and organisations continue to

shift to the cloud. By providing the proper identity governance

solutions, SailPoint is a major player in providing the first layer of

cyber security protection.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The ISE Cyber Security UCITS NTR Index returned +19.6% in Q4.

The index is up +42.5% in 2020, outperforming the MSCI World

Net Total Return Index by +26.6% for the same period.

The cyber security theme moved front and centre in 2020, driven

by catalysts such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the rise of remote

working, escalating losses due to cybercrime and the occurrence of

more sophisticated cyber breaches. At the height of the COVID-19

pandemic, the FBI reported receiving around 4,000 complaints

daily about cyber-attacks, which represents a +400% increase from

pre-pandemic figures. In September, CrowdStrike reported

witnessing more intrusion attempts in 1H20 than during the whole

of 2019. According to Splunk, 47% of IT executives it interviewed

noted that cyber-attacks significantly increased since the pandemic

began. More recently, 36% mentioned that they experienced an

increased volume of security vulnerabilities due to remote working.

Cloudflare returned +85% this quarter and +206% in 2020 as the

company beat estimates and announced that its new customers

could lead to a future 40% boost in sales over the next several

quarters. FireEye returned +86.8% after signing a $1 million deal

with Britain’s Ministry of Defence and acquiring Respond Software.

Other companies that contributed to the index performance this

quarter included CrowdStrike, which returned +54.3%, CyberArk

Software, whose share price soared by +56.3%, and Palo Alto

Networks returning +45%.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Cyber Security

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 19.6% 42.5% 105.8% 153.8%
By Domicile Annualized Return 27.1% 20.5%

Volatility 19.8% 31.5% 23.6% 21.2%

Information Ratio 531.79% 134.80% 114.82% 96.48%

M ax Drawdown -12.4% -33.3% -33.3% -33.3%

Cloudflare Inc-A 2.25% Solarwinds Corp -0.4%
By Revenue Source Fireeye Inc 1.89% Ping Identity Ho -0.3%

Crowdstrike Ho-A 1.26% Splunk Inc -0.2%

Cyberark Softwar 1.23% Onespan Inc -0.2%

Palo Alto  Networ 1.03% Fastly Inc -Cl A -0.2%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 0.35 0.68 Absolute Software Corp M obileIron, Inc.

Price/Sales 4.97 3.56 Research In M otion Limited Tufin Software Technologies Ltd.

BPS 8.46 8.41 Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.

P/E Positive 31.63 25.87

ROE 7.07 9.50

Price/Book 4.78 4.33

Ticker USPY LN ISIN IE00BYPLS672

P/E (1y fwd) 21.70 22.74 S&P  500 1.2% TER 0.75% Inception date 28/09/2015

P/E (3y fwd) 22.04 20.19 M SC I Wo rld 1.2% Currency USD Index inception date 31-Aug-15

Sales (1y fwd) 5,416 5,407 N asdaq 100 2.2% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 5,983 5,874

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Ecommerce Logistics

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Ryder System Inc. is a leading logistics and transportation

outsourcing company, providing supply chain, dedicated

transportation and commercial fleet management solutions to

approximately 50,000 customers across the United States, Mexico,

Canada, and the United Kingdom. Ryder manages more than

290,000 commercial vehicles and operates more than 300

warehouses, covering a combined 56 million square feet of

warehouse space.

The company’s activities are divided through its three business

segments: i) Fleet Management Solutions (FMS), ii) Dedicated

Transportation Solutions (DTS), and Supply Chain Solutions

(SCS), with the former generating around 60% of its revenues.

Ryder is also a leader in logistics technology: in May 2020 the firm

launched the RyderShare platform, enabling customers to benefit

from real-time tracking and management of goods moving through

their supply chains. Moreover, the company also launched the

COOP platform, the first peer-to-peer truck sharing platform,

already operating in four markets. Ryder derives more than 85% of

its revenues from recurrent contractual revenues, providing a

stable cash flow generation to its business.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Solactive eCommerce Logistics Index returned +13.4% in Q4

2020. The index returned +43.6% in 2020, outperforming the MSCI

World NTR Index by +27.7% for the same period.

The coronavirus pandemic led to significant changes to the

logistics supply chain, including inventory levels, automation of

warehouses, implementation of new strategies for distribution

solutions and manufacturing rationalisation. According to the

Director of Communications at Ocado, online grocery gained 20

years of market share in 20 weeks. The online channel’s market

share jumped from 7% prior to the pandemic to 14% in October

2020.

Large and mid-market capitalisation companies contributed most to

the performance this quarter. In particular, companies in the

Industrial and Consumer Discretionary sectors provided more than

+12.5% of this fourth quarter performance.

For example, VipShop Holdings returned +79.7% in the fourth

quarter and +98.4% in 2020, as both Q3 revenues and Q4

earnings forecasts exceeded expectations while Moody’s stated

that the company has a stable outlook. AP Moller-Maersk returned

+40.7% in 4Q20 (+133.7% in 2020) as its Q3 profit margins

surged, a positive Q4 outlook was posted, and freight rates soared.

Sinotrans Limited returned +52.4% in 4Q20 after strong fourth

quarter results, while NTG Nordic Transport Group’s share price

soared by +66.8% over the same period.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Ecommerce Logistics

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 13.4% 43.6% 55.4% 118.4%
By Domicile Annualized Return 15.8% 16.9%

Volatility 13.6% 21.9% 16.5% 14.6%

Information Ratio 483.31% 198.58% 95.98% 115.86%

M ax Drawdown -5.2% -28.7% -28.7% -28.7%

Vipshop Holdings 2.00% Alibaba Grp-Adr -0.6%
By Revenue Source Sinotrans Ltd-H 1.28% Ocado Group Plc -0.5%

Ryder System Inc 1.26% Sap Se -0.5%

Ap M oller-B 1.14% Rakuten Inc -0.3%

Xpo Logistics In 1.09% Hitachi Transpor -0.1%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 1.35 1.31 no additions no deletions

Price/Sales 0.93 0.65

BPS 13.37 12.89

P/E Positive 25.32 19.94

ROE 12.35 11.56

Price/Book 4.24 4.42

Ticker ECOM  LN ISIN IE00BF0M 6N54

P/E (1y fwd) 22.40 22.08 S&P  500 4.2% TER 0.49% Inception date 23/01/2018

P/E (3y fwd) 15.03 13.71 M SC I Wo rld 4.2% Currency USD Index inception date 03-Jan-18

Sales (1y fwd) 49,231 43,727 N asdaq 100 3.4% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 57,677 51,278

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Healthcare Technology

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

1Life Healthcare (aka “One Medical”) is a mid-cap US-based

company that is revolutionising the consumer primary care

experience with new technology.

Primary care is the first point of contact for individuals into their

healthcare system. In the UK, for example, primary care acts as

the “front door” into the NHS. Over the last two decades, there was

an increasing global focus on primary care as healthcare providers

and stakeholders sought to shift from sick care toward preventative

care in order to keep people well and reduce long-term costs. The

need to lower healthcare costs while improving care has spawned

disruptive new primary care models, and One Medical is an early

pioneer.

In addition to pleasant staff, Zen-like waiting rooms, and virtual

care access, One Medical members can get a doctor appointment

within a day or two. Behind the scenes, the company utilises AI to

improve the overall patient experience, from scheduling to

predicting conditions like depression, diabetes, or congestive heart

failure. With this information, they can nudge the patient to take the

appropriate action before more serious conditions arise. This

proactive approach to wellness is proving to lower healthcare

costs. In a recent JAMA study, One Medical was able to reduce a

client’s medical expenditure by 45%.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The ROBO Global® Healthcare Technology and Innovation Index

TR returned +24.7% in Q4 2020. This index returned +66.5% in

2020, outperforming the MSCI World NTR Index by +50.6% for the

same period.

ROBO Global believes that the healthcare technology theme is still

at an early stage with high growth expectations for segments such

as genomics, precision medicine, and telehealth over the next

decade.

2020 was marked by strong M&A activity including companies such

as Qiagen, Varian Medical, Biotelemetry and the merger between

Livongo and Teladoc.

All 9 subsectors delivered double-digit returns this quarter with the

Genomics (+42%), Precision Medicine (+36%) and Robotics

(+29%) segments being leading contributors to the index

performance. The fourth quarter performance of the Genomics

subsector was notably driven by CareDx, which returned +91% for

the period after publishing strong Q3 results and receiving

Medicare reimbursement pricing for its heart cell-free DNA test.

Intellia Therapeutics returned +179% in Q4 as it focused on

CRISPR-Cas9 therapy and advances made in immuno-oncology

treatment. Editas Medicine returned +150% this quarter as it also

focused on CRISPR-Cas9 therapy. Codexis, which offers

technologies aiming to expand biocatalytic solutions, returned

+86% after its revenues beat estimates.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Healthcare Technology

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 24.7% 66.5% 181.4% 337.5%
By Domicile Annualized Return 41.1% 34.3%

Volatility 19.9% 31.1% 23.8% 20.7%

Information Ratio 718.47% 213.50% 172.81% 165.53%

M ax Drawdown -6.5% -30.3% -30.3% -30.3%

Intellia Therape 1.83% Quidel Corp -0.3%
By Revenue Source Caredx Inc 1.37% Regeneron Pharm -0.2%

Editas M edicine 1.05% Vertex Pharm -0.2%

3D Systems Corp 0.98% Alnylam Pharmace -0.1%

Novocure Ltd 0.91% Penumbra Inc -0.1%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 1.19 1.06 no additions CRISPR Therapeutics AG

Price/Sales 7.80 6.21 Invitae Corp

BPS 13.73 11.53 Intellia Therapeutics Inc.

P/E Positive 51.52 45.11

ROE 7.73 9.80

Price/Book 7.55 5.79

Ticker DOCT LN ISIN IE00BK5BC677

P/E (1y fwd) 39.44 32.99 S&P  500 4.6% TER 0.49% Inception date 02/07/2019

P/E (3y fwd) 32.92 26.44 M SC I Wo rld 4.2% Currency USD Index inception date 01-M ay-19

Sales (1y fwd) 5,202 4,678 N asdaq 100 3.3% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 6,168 5,630

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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Pharma Breakthrough

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Ultragenyx Pharmaceutical is a US-based biopharmaceutical

company focused on the development and commercialisation of

products for the treatment of rare and ultra-rare diseases, with a

focus on serious, debilitating genetic diseases. Ultragenyx is

present in three major rare disease markets, with a strong foothold

in North America, Europe, and Latin America, where its products

have already been approved in Brazil and pending decisions in

Chile, Mexico, and Colombia.

The company had two of its products approved by the US Food

and Drug Administration in June 2020: i) Dojolvi, the first approved

therapy for the treatment of LC-FAOD, and ii) Crysvita, for Tumour

Induced Osteomalacia (TIO). Moreover, Ultragenyc currently has

five treatments in clinical trial, and expects to commercialise at

least seven products in total by 2025.

In December, Ultragenyx announced that its treatment for Wilson

disease (UX701), a metabolic disease affecting more than 50,000

people in the developed world, received orphan drug designation

from the US Food and Drug Administration. The current treatment

for Wilson disease often involves the lifetime use of medications,

while UX701 is a gene therapy designed to address the underlying

cause of the disease by restoring normal copper metabolism in the

liver, providing a one-time treatment for the disease.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Solactive Pharmaceutical Breakthrough Index returned +5.8%

in this quarter. The index returned +27.7% in 2020, outperforming

the MSCI World NTR Index by +11.8% for the same period.

According to Evaluate, orphan drugs remain one of the highest-

performing pharmaceutical segments alongside oncology. The

orphan drugs market is expected to grow at a 10.8% CAGR by

2026, and to $255 billion in sales from $176 billion in 2019.

Despite the pressure exerted on pharmaceutical companies to find

a vaccine and effective treatments against COVID-19, the FDA

was able to approve 53 new molecular entities (NMEs) in 2020.

NMEs approvals grew by +26% from 2019 and include at least 14

drugs treating rare diseases, i.e. more than a fifth of endorsed

NMEs this year.

Ultragenyx Pharmaceutical provided +2.5% of 4Q20’s performance

as it returned +68.7% in the fourth quarter and +224% in 2020.

The company’s performance is also the result of its collaboration

with Mereo BioPharma to work on a rare bone disease drug.

Halozyme Therapeutics returned +62.5% this quarter and +140%

this year, after its 3Q earnings release beat analysts’ estimates.

United Therapeutics returned +5.3% in 4Q20 after receiving the

FDA orphan drug designation for the Treprostinil treatment against

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis in December 2020. Alexion

Pharmaceutical returned +36.5% after AstraZeneca announced it

will acquire the company to enhance its footprint across rare

diseases, immunology research and related medicines’

development.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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Pharma Breakthrough

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 5.8% 27.7% 38.6% 54.4%
By Domicile Annualized Return 11.5% 9.1%

Volatility 19.8% 27.3% 21.2% 19.0%

Information Ratio 128.19% 101.49% 54.16% 47.81%

M ax Drawdown -7.3% -27.3% -27.3% -27.3%

Ultragenyx Pharm 2.49% M esoblast Ltd -1.7%
By Revenue Source Halozyme Therape 1.96% Eisai Co Ltd -0.7%

United Therapeut 1.60% Ipsen -0.7%

Alexion Pharm 1.18% Nippon Shinyaku -0.7%

Oxford Biomedica 1.02% Swedish Orphan B -0.6%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 1.46 2.11 no rebalancing in Q4 no rebalancing in Q4

Price/Sales 7.90 8.69

BPS 17.21 13.39

P/E Positive 29.94 21.63

ROE 11.40 15.54

Price/Book 4.03 3.87

Ticker BIOT LN ISIN IE00BF0H7608

P/E (1y fwd) 21.75 20.22 S&P  500 0.9% TER 0.49% Inception date 23/01/2018

P/E (3y fwd) 17.96 21.74 M SC I Wo rld 2.0% Currency USD Index inception date 03-Jan-18

Sales (1y fwd) 8,043 6,911 N asdaq 100 1.5% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 8,965 8,312

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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ROBO Global Robotics and Automation

COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

Ambarella is a California-based provider of video processing and

computer vision chips, founded in 2004 by Fermi Wang, a serial

entrepreneur and pioneer of MPEG compression. The company

quickly grew into a technology and market leader in video

encoders for the professional and consumer markets, securing a

high market share in action cameras (GoPro), professional and

consumer security cameras, dash cameras and drones. In 2015,

Ambarella acquired Vislab, a pioneer in perception systems and

autonomous vehicle research founded by Alberto Broggi, and

accelerated its investments in computer vision capabilities.

Ambarella is now morphing into an AI company and hit an

inflection point in recent months, attracting major players in the

automotive and security industries.

Ambarella’s shares rose +76% in the final quarter of 2020 as the

company raised its outlook for the year and announced a $600

million funnel of business opportunities in automotive, of which

70% is already won, and major programmes going into production

in 2022 with Advanced Driver Assistance powered by Ambarella

Computer Vision chips. Computer Vision revenue now represents

10% of total revenues, for only 4% of semiconductor volume.

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The ROBO Global® Robotics and Automation UCITS Index

returned +25.8% in Q4 2020. The index gained +45.3% in 2020,

outperforming the MSCI World NTR Index by +29.4% for the same

period. 2020 was the best performing year for the index since its

launch back in 2013.

2020 was marked by digitisation across the economy and

businesses discovering new ways of operating during the

pandemic. Technology has proven critical in supporting the

distributed work environments that make this possible: AI-powered

technologies, logistics and warehouse automation supporting the

boom in ecommerce, sensing, digital health, among others.

Large market capitalisation companies contributed most to the

fourth quarter’s performance. Although all 11 subsectors delivered

positive returns this quarter, companies such as 3D Systems,

Brooks Automation, Zebra Technologies and Ambarella, classified

as 3D printing (+76%), Security (+45%) and Manufacturing &

Industrial Automation (+31%) providers contributed most to the

index performance.

3D Systems returned +113% this quarter after posting revenues

surpassing expectations by about 16% due to the strength of its

medical (dental) business segment. Stratasys and Materialise,

which also provide 3D printing services, witnessed their respective

share prices rise +66% and +47%. Ambarella returned +76% this

quarter after raising its outlook for the year and publishing strong

earnings.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security 
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to 
buy or sell any security.
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ROBO Global Robotics and Automation

Historical simulated performance (1y) Historical simulated performance (5y)

Index P erfo rmance* QtD 1 year 3 years 5 years

Cumulative Return 25.8% 45.3% 50.9% 160.5%
By Domicile Annualized Return 14.7% 21.1%

Volatility 14.0% 27.3% 20.9% 18.0%

Information Ratio 1082.43% 165.70% 70.34% 117.43%

M ax Drawdown -5.4% -33.9% -36.1% -36.1%

3D Systems Corp 1.12% Ocado Group Plc -0.2%
By Revenue Source Zebra Tech Corp 0.80% Nvidia Corp -0.1%

Brooks Automatio 0.79% Siasun Robot-A 0.0%

Ambarella Inc 0.78% Tecan Group Ag-R 0.0%

Biotelemetry Inc 0.71% Siemens Energy A 0.0%

Key rat io s

C urrent Q4 2019

EPS 1.22 1.34 Luminar Technologies Inc. Xilinx Inc.

Price/Sales 5.39 4.31 Adlink Technology Inc.

BPS 13.54 13.92

P/E Positive 54.80 36.25

ROE 8.61 10.50

Price/Book 5.53 4.73

Ticker ROBO LN ISIN IE00BM W3QX54

P/E (1y fwd) 42.21 26.49 S&P  500 3.5% TER 0.8% Inception date 27/10/2014

P/E (3y fwd) 29.26 22.29 M SC I Wo rld 3.4% Currency USD Index inception date 17-Jun-14

Sales (1y fwd) 5,052 5,478 N asdaq 100 4.8% Securities lending No Replication method Physical

Sales (3y fwd) 6,002 6,083

*Source: B loomberg. The backtested index data has been sourced from the index provider and is based on what they perceive to  be reasonable

assumptions and objective data; The index data is gross of fees/costs but is net o f withholding taxes. Shaded area indicates live period of the index.

Geo graphical B reakdo wn M arket  C ap B reakdo wn

Index to tal return co ntribut io n (QtD )

T o p 5 B o tto m 5

T o tal sto cks = 85

P o rtfo lio  co mpo sit io n

A nalyst  reco mmendatio n** Latest  A ddit io ns Latest  D elet io ns

C o nstituents o verlap F und Info rmatio n
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31% 35% 20% 14%

 APAC  North America  EMEA  Other

U.S.

Japan

Germany

Taiwan

Others

0% 50% 100%

Small

Mid

Large

HoldBuy

0%100%

Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 31-Dec-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.

**Analyst recommendation  is based on median recommendations for each company.

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; 

You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
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CALCULATION METHODOLOGY FOR 

PERFORMANCE STATISTICS:

Cumulative Return: Total return of the index net of withholding 

taxes over the given period.

Annualized Return: Annualized total return of the index net of 

withholding taxes over the given period.

Volatility: Annualized standard deviation of daily returns over the 

given period.

Information Ratio: Annualized return divided by annualized 

volatility.

Max Drawdown: Maximum % loss from the peak to the trough in 

the given period.

Large Cap: Companies whose market cap is larger than $5bn.

Mid Cap: Companies whose market cap is comprised between $2bn 

and $5bn.

Small Cap: Companies whose market cap is lower than $2bn.

CALCULATION METHODOLOGY FOR 

KEY RATIOS STATISTICS:

EPS: Median of last 12 months earnings per share for each index 

components.

Price/Sales: Median of stock prices divided by sales per share of all 

index components.

BPS: Median of total equity divided by the number of shares of all 

index components.

P/E positive: Median of net income divided by the average total 

common equity for each index components.

ROE: Median of estimated dividend amount divided by the current 

stock price for each index components.

Price/Book: Median of stock prices divided by the total equity per 

share for each index components.

P/E (1y fwd): Median of stock price divided by index estimated 

earnings next year for each index components.

P/E(3y fwd): Median of stock price divided by index estimated 

earning in three years for each index components.

Sales (1y fwd): Average of estimated sales next year for each index 

components.

Sales (3y fwd): Average of estimated sales in three years for each 

index components.

ETF Investment Strategies

Howie Li

Aanand Venkatramanan

Aude Martin

Tobias Merfeld

Contact us:

For any questions on this report, please 

contact your usual LGIM representative or 

email fundsales@lgim.com. All calls are 

recorded. Call charges will vary.

Glossary

+44 345 070 8684 fundsales@lgim.com lgimetf.com

mailto:lgimetf@lgim.com
mailto:lgimetf@lgim.com
lgimetf.com
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LGIM Europe Disclaimer and important legal notice
The information contained in this document (the ‘Information’) has been prepared by LGIM Managers Europe Limited (‘LGIM Europe’), or by its affiliates (‘Legal & 
General’, ‘we’ or ‘us’). Such Information is the property and/or confidential information of Legal & General and may not be disclosed by you to any other person without 
the prior written consent of Legal & General.

No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Information, or any other written or oral information 
made available in connection with this publication. Any investment advice that we provide to you is based solely on the limited initial information which you have 
provided to us. No part of this or any other document or presentation provided by us shall be deemed to constitute ‘proper advice’ for the purposes of the Investment 
Intermediaries Act 1995 (as amended). Any limited initial advice given relating to professional services will be further discussed and negotiated in order to agree formal 
investment guidelines which will form part of written contractual terms between the parties.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you 
may not get back the amount you originally invested. 
The Information has been produced for use by a professional investor and their advisors only.  It should not be distributed without our permission.

The risks associated with each fund or investment strategy are set out in this publication, the relevant prospectus or investment management agreement (as 
applicable) and these should be read and understood before making any investment decisions. A copy of the relevant documentation can be obtained from your Client 
Relationship Manager.

Confidentiality and Limitations:
Unless otherwise agreed by Legal & General in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information purposes only and we are not soliciting any action based 
on it, and (b) is not a recommendation to buy or sell securities or pursue a particular investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice. Any 
trading or investment decisions taken by you should be based on your own analysis and judgment (and/or that of your professional advisors) and not in reliance on us 
or the Information. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we exclude all representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of any kind, implied 
by statute or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any representations as to the quality, suitability, accuracy or completeness of 
the Information.

Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information (a) shall not constitute a guarantee of future events, (b) may not consider or reflect all possible 
future events or conditions relevant to you (for example, market disruption events); and (c) may be based on assumptions or simplifications that may not be relevant to 
you. 

The Information is provided ‘as is' and 'as available’.  To the fullest extent permitted by law, Legal & General accepts no liability to you or any other recipient of the 
Information for any loss, damage or cost arising from, or in connection with, any use or reliance on the Information. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
Legal & General does not accept any liability for any indirect, special or consequential loss howsoever caused and, on any theory, or liability, whether in contract or tort 
(including negligence) or otherwise, even if Legal & General has been advised of the possibility of such loss.

Third Party Data:
Where this document contains third party data ('Third Party Data’), we cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such Third-Party Data and accept 
no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of such Third-Party Data. 

Publication, Amendments and Updates:
We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information following the date it was delivered to you.  Legal & General 
reserves the right to update this document and/or the Information at any time and without notice. 

Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or publication, no assurance can be given to you that this 
document is complete or accurate in the light of information that may become available after its publication.  The Information may not take into account any relevant 
events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this document.

Telephone Recording:
As required under applicable laws Legal & General will record all telephone and electronic communications and conversations with you that result or may result in the 
undertaking of transactions in financial instruments on your behalf.  Such records will be kept for a period of five years (or up to seven years upon request from the 
Central Bank of Ireland (or such successor from time to time)) and will be provided to you upon request.

In the United Kingdom and outside the European Economic Area, it is issued by Legal & General Investment Management Limited, authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 119272. Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894 with registered office at One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. 

In the European Economic Area, it is issued by LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited, authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS management company 
(pursuant to European Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations, 2011 (S.I. No. 352 of 2011), as amended) and as 
an alternative investment fund manager with “top up” permissions which enable the firm to carry out certain additional MiFID investment services (pursuant to the 
European Union (Alternative Investment Fund Managers) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 257 of 2013), as amended). Registered in Ireland with the Companies 
Registration Office (No. 609677). Registered Office: 33/34 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin, 2, Ireland. Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland (No. C173733). 

LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited operates a branch network in the European Economic Area, which is subject to supervision by the Central Bank of Ireland. In Italy, 
the branch office of LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the Commissione Nazionale per le società e la Borsa (“CONSOB”) and is 
registered with Banca d’Italia (no. 23978.0) with registered office at Via Uberto Visconti di Modrone, 15, 20122 Milan, (Companies’ Register no. MI - 2557936). In 
Germany, the branch office of LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (“BaFin”). In 
the Netherlands, the branch office of LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (“AFM“) and it 
is included in the register held by the AFM and registered with the trade register of the Chamber of Commerce under number 74481231.Details about the full extent of 
our relevant authorisations and permissions are available from us upon request. For further information on our products (including the product prospectuses), please 
visit our website. 
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